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Even a landscape recovering from fire is beautiful; looking at Lake Mountain under snow it’s obvious 
why this section of national park is now officially part of the Australian Alps national parks Program. 

Lake Mountain is now one of us 
Listening to Area Chief Ranger Conrad Annal describe the Lake Mountain section of 
his area of responsibility and you quickly spot familiar themes and challenges. Fire, 
pests, visitors, weeds – his is virtually the same roll-call as land managers elsewhere 
in the Australian Alps. Perhaps it’s not a surprise to learn that Lake Mountain has now 
officially joined the Program. Conrad explains how it happened… 

“When ranger Mark Mickelborough joined Parks Victoria, he brought with him his experience 
of the Alps and the Program from his time working around Canberra. Given the landscape 
and its values here were akin to those he’d experienced in the ACT, he felt that we also ought 
to be included in the Program.” 

A memo went out to the relevant parties and in a remarkably short space of time, the roughly 
4,500 hectares that is Lake Mountain was added to the list of sites covered by the 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). Conrad, Mark and the other members of the team 
responsible for Lake Mountain (as well as other sections of the Yarra Ranges National Park) 
are well chuffed. To put it simply, being covered by the MOU means they are now members 
of the Program. And under the Program they’re supported by others working across the 
Australian Alps to achieve great results through intelligent, sharing, co-operative 
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management. Lake Mountain is now part of a group of highly skilled and passionate people 
who work towards creating resilient, healthy mountain landscapes. 

So what is Lake Mountain like? A resort sits in the sub alpine landscape, close to its highest 
point, at around 1400 metres. Much like arrangements elsewhere in the Alps, Parks staff 
work closely with the Lake Mountain Management Board who manage 37 kilometres of cross 
country trails and other areas for tobogganing and snow play. Like other resorts in the Alps, 
part of the role of land manager is about considering the visitor experience and helping 
resorts adapt to climate change so that local communities are economically buffered. It’s 
about managing this balance taking into account the many environmental values that exist on 
and around the Mountain. 

Echo Flat (below): before and post fire. 

 

 

If you drive to the resort from Marysville, it’s obvious that you’re in a fire-altered landscape. 
Says Conrad, “Before the 2009 Black Saturday fires, the road leading up to the alpine resort 
led through forests of Mountain and Alpine Ash with their tree fern gullies, then up through 
the Snow Gums. It’s the most western of Australia’s sub alpine environment, and the fires 
went through it all.” Travel the road now, and you’ll see the ash forests, a landscape of large 
sticks standing with a thick layer of regenerating Ash beneath; the snow gums shooting 
coppice-like from the base of their trunks. Lake Mountain is in obvious recovery mode, much 



 
 

like many other parts of the Australian Alps that have been periodically affected by fires. 
Having access to shared knowledge through the Program about post-fire management is a 
bonus. 

 
Echo Flat today. 

And the sharing goes both ways. On a nearby section of alpine bog, Conrad’s team is testing 
a new approach to containing the Chytrid fungus that adversely affects amphibians. “We 
have isolated populations of the threatened Alpine Tree Frog (Litoria verreauxii alpina) which 
until recently have been free of the fungus. But we have an issue with feral Sambar deer 
which are wallowing in Chytrid affected bogs and we suspect acting as a vector.” As deer 
control is complex, the Lake Mountain team’s approach has been to protect the clean bogs. 
“We’ve fenced the deer out. We helicoptered in the materials, then walked in the following 
day, camping overnight while we built the fences.” A couple of weeks later the Lake Mountain 
team walked in again, this time with volunteers from a local shooter’s association, and fenced 
the other large bog - a great partnership between Parks Victoria and a volunteer organisation. 

 
Keeping feral deer out of the bogs involves flying in fencing materials (above). Parks Victoria staff and 
volunteers from a local deer shooter’s association then walked in to put up the fences (next). Note the 
deer damage to the landscape, home to the threatened Alpine Tree Frog. 

 



 
 

 

At this stage the fences have successfully kept the deer out, and while there is some 
evidence that the fungus may now have reached the bog, according to researchers from the 
Arthur Rylah Institute for Environmental Research, the frog populations look stable. Anyone in 
the Australian Alps who has issues with protecting bogs and the endangered species in them 
may want to keep an eye on the progress of these fenced plots near Lake Mountain. 
 

 
With the fences in place for some months now, recovery looks promising and frog populations appear 
stable. 
 
Talking of deer, Conrad considers this pest to be one of the largest risks and challenges to 
the environment. “As land managers, what do we do with this tidal wave we’re facing?” 
 
To help answer questions like this, now that Lake Mountain sits under the Program, there is 
more support available specifically tailored to managers of this particular type of landscape. 
“The sub alpine environment is such a sensitive ecosystem: being linked to areas with similar 
challenges means we can learn from others. We can share the knowledge and make use of 
what others have done.” 
 
Keep a look-out for the newbies from Lake Mountain; they’ve already been to a few Program 
workshops and events and you’ll be sure to see them there in future.  



 
 

 
good Leadbeater news 
Not so long ago the Leadbeater Possum’s listing shifted from endangered to critically endangered. 
Around Lake Mountain, the species was further challenged – nearly decimated – after the 2009 
fires. Remarkably, monitoring undertaken by the recovery team is showing that new populations are now 
popping up. “It’s a great recovery story - not without its threats, but seeing more of these critters around 
the Mountain is a positive step forward for the survival of this species in this area.” 
 
 
 

 

snippets 
GLACIER NATIONAL PARK – GETTING AN INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE: Last year 
in September, Andy Nixon (previous Alps Program Manager) attended Hands Across 
Borders, an international workshop on trans-boundary conservation. The Australian Alps 
Program is a highly regarded example of effective cross-border co-operative management. 
Sending representatives to such conferences is a proven way of connecting with similar 
programs around the world, learning from them and sharing our experiences here in 
Australia. You can find the final report from the workshop along with links to all presentations 
and publications here: http://naturalresourcespolicy.org/projects/transboundary-
conservation.php 

 
Blackfeet Nation Bison Reserve 

EVERYTHING YOU EVER WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT DEER AND OTHER 
UNGULATES: In November, agency staff from across the Alps gathered at Howman’s Gap 
in Victoria to discuss management of deer and other ungulates. Feral deer are considered a 
major threat to the Alps, in particular to EPBC listed bogs and fens. The latest research, 
equipment and control techniques were all discussed. It was a great opportunity share 
knowledge and to strengthen cross-border connections. A brief report from this workshop is 
available on the Australian Alps website under ‘Publications and Research’. 



 
 

 
The group shot taken just before everyone headed home. 
 
WHEN IN SCOTLAND: Even when on holiday (in late 2016) Program Manager John McRae 
manages to get a mountain fix. “I visited rangers from the National Trust of Scotland at Ben 
Lawers National Nature Reserve. We met for a chat at their office in Killin before heading up 
the mountain for a tour. As one would expect, the autumn weather was fabulous. We walked 
and talked for several hours while looking at grazing exclosures, rehabilitation works and 
walking track damage. They seemed to have many of the same issues that we have here in 
the Australia Alps. Thanks to ranger Helen Cole and ecologist Dan Watson for taking the time 
to show me around your beautiful mountain reserve.” There’s more information about Ben 
Lawers here: http://www.nts.org.uk/Property/Ben-Lawers-National-Nature-Reserve/ 

 
The large grazing exclosure at the foot of Ben Lawers protects revegetation works from deer and sheep 
and allows natural regeneration. 
 
THE ALPS ON FACEBOOK: When the Australian Alp Co-operative Management Program 
began in 1986 there were no websites, no emails, no mobile phones and certainly no social 
media. Imagine that! Those were simple times when people wrote letters and talked. Things 
have changed rapidly in the past 30 years and the Alps Program has changed too. We don’t 
print as much as we used to. Electronic versions of reports and publications are all uploaded 
to the website, which makes them available immediately to stakeholders and acts as a 



 
 

universally accessible library. And now… the Alps Program has entered the world of social 
media with its very own Facebook page. We’ll be using this to publish photographs, make 
announcements, promote events and encourage people to both enjoy and advocate for the 
Alps. We’ll also publish links to research papers and reports. In short, it’ll be a one stop shop 
for all things Alps. Have a look today and follow the Alps. 

 https://www.facebook.com/australianalpsnationalparks/ 
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